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Bates, Cross
named editors
of TTie ate:
EMILY SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
The Publications Committee has
appointed Elise Bates and Erin Cross
as Editors-in-Chi- ef of The Index, die
Wooster's currently defunct year-
book.
The most recent Index was pub-
lished during the 1989-9- 0 academic
year.andhas been out of print for two
yean due to lack ofboth interest and
adequate funding.
Cross, a sophomore from Bedford,
is currently studying abroad. Bates, a
sophomore from York, S.C, is ex-
cited about having the opportunity to
resurrect thclndex. She believes that
Tor a college the size of Wooster, a
yearbook is much needed. It is sad
that the past three years at Wooster
have been lost"
"Nextyear'sbook will have many
more candid shots than in the past.
Also, if the budget will allow, we
would like to have a larger book,"
said Bates.
Both Bates and Cross have already
metwith college administrators, pro-
posed a buget, begun the organiza-
tion of a yearbook staff and inter-
viewed with potential publishers.
Bates is currently Assistant News
Editor of The Wooster Voice, while
Cross was Editor-in-Chi- ef ofherhigh
school yearbook. Bom are members
ofthe Scot Marching and Syrrrphonic
Band and boU annpus jobs.
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Lesbian minister stresses
need for inclusion of all
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ELISE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
GARTH FOWLER
Staff Writer
The Greek Life Committee lifted
the sanctions that were placed upon
the OATs and the Peanuts after alle-
gations of hazing were made earlier
this semester.The allegations followed
specific incidents and student com-
plaints during the two-wee- k initation
period.
According to GLC Chair Bob
Rodda, the GLC reduced the sanc-
tions after both groups proceeded
through the College's judicial sys-
tem. Both organizations were then
informed they may hold formal initia-
tion activitiesceremonies with "no
further activation activities." pending
GLC approval of the activitiescer-
emonies.
According to Pi Kappa President'
Dawn DiScipio, the Peanuts were in-
formed by the GLC that, pending the
results of the College's judicial sys-
tem, they "could appeal to get the
pledge class back and have initia-
tion.'' The Peanuts were informed
that they had been found "not guilty
on all fifteen charges of hazing" by
theJudk Board on Feb.24,DiScipio
said. The Peanuts sent their appeal to
GLC on Mar. 3, and the GLC re-
sponded by reducing the sanctions.
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
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J-Bo- ard lifts sanctions
from OATs, Peanuts
The Peanuts held their initiaion activ-
ity last Monday, said DiScipio.
The OATs were deprived of the
second half of the planned pledge
activities due to an alleged hazing
incident before initiation. OATs Presi-
dent Peter Eyestone said. They had
nothingfevidence it was all supposi-
tion.'' GLC put the OATs on proba-
tion immediately without due pro-
cess.
The OATs appealed their penalty
to Associate Dean of Students Sophie
Penney, and then to the Dean of Stu-
dents Ken Plusquellec The next step
took the OATs to the GLC again, who
in turn referred the incident to the
Judicial Board as hazing.
The Judicial Board found the sec-
tion not guilty. However, the OATs
were told that the Judicial Board deci-
sion had no bearing on GLC "We
were told to keep quiet," said
Eyestone,"to notgo to the paper. This
whole case is ridiculous."
Eyestone pointed out that the GLC
met five times over a course of two
days to decide to penalize the OATs,
but they took two weeks to decide to
lift the sanctions after the OATs were
found not guilty by theJudicial Board.
The OATs are on a no restriction
probation with no loss of privileges'
according to Rodda. OATs advisor
continued on page 2, col. 1
SAB eliminates designations
of Outstanding Seniors
The long-standi- ng tradition of an-
nouncing two Outstanding Seniors
during Homecoming festivities has
been eliminated by the Student Ac-
tivities Board. The decision was
reached unanimously by the chairper-
sons of SAB cornmittees last week.
Several concerns about the tradi-
tion led to SAB's decision. Sopho-
more Peter Hahn, chairperson of the
Speakers andTopk3Comrruto,com-mente- d
that selecting outstanding se-
niors is often perceived as a popular-
ity contest
Adding to this was Sophomore Jen
Campana, chairperson of the Public
Relations Committee, who said,
There are many, many outstanding
seniors that are not as visible on cam-
pus, yet they are just as successful in
their achievements.''
Anothermajorconcern was the fact
that first-ye- ar students often do not
know the nominees for whom they
are voting. Junior Phil Jones, chair-
person of the Publicity committee,
commented mat first-ye- ar students
are"asked to make a decision without
enough information.''
In forming its decision, SAB ex-ptor- ed
options ofmodifying the nomi-
nating process, including requiring
prospective nominees to obtain a set
amount of signatures, involving fac-
ulty and a3nimistradve members more
in the process, and having nominees
deliver speeches in Lowry Pit. SAB
decided, though, that the work in-
volved in such modifications made
them impossible.
SAB decided that in place of select-
ing two Outstanding Seniors, all se-
niors would be recognized as Out-
standing Seniors during Homecom-
ing. SAB viewed such a system as
fairer and more inclusive, although
specifics ofhow this system will honor
seniors has notbeen decided upon yet.
Junior Chris Farrell, President of
continued on page 2, coL 5
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photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
Publisher, director, author and poet Haki R. Mahubuti, director of
Chkago's Institute of PosinVe Education, delivered an address at the fifth
annual Diversity Conference last week.
Diversity Conference speaker
focuses on self-knowled- ge
The fifth annual Diversity Confer-
ence, heid lastweekend, began with a
keynote address delivered by Haki R.
Mahubuti (formerly Don Lee), direc-
tor of Chicago's Institute of Positive
Education.publisherand editor of the
Third World Press, and professor of
English at Chicago State University.
Mahubuti delivered a lecture en-UtledMCourermgtheEros- ionofBlack
Culture" in Mateer Auditorium last
Friday. The talk, intended to explore
"where African-America- ns came
from, who we are, and where we're
going" included a poetry reading and
an open discussion as well as the
lecture itself.
Before beginning his lecture,
Mahubuti expressed to the audience
his desire to "talk ivfrA you rather than
at you--J really want to listen to you,
have some dialogue with you." He
then shared his early experiences as a
poor youth growing up on the Lower
East Side in Detroit. "It was a very
difficult life...poverty was a way of
life," Mahubuti stated as he recalled
receiving his first suit at the age of
sixteen. The suit was for his mother's
funeral She had been murdered in
Detroit.
In continuing stories of life with his
family, Mahubuti touched upon the
intense struggles of the black urban
poor in dealing with the predomi-nandywhi- te
culture around them, then
and today, by speaking of his sister,
who had her first child at 14 and six
children by 24. He spoke of"the type
of pain poverty dropped upon
her.she was never married, and of
course by that time the age of 24,
there was no hope ofbeing married.''
At 13, Mahubuti's mother ordered
him to go to the library and read
Richard Wright's Black Boy, which
he at first refused to do but even tually
consented. Afterreading it, Mahubuti
became aware of "the self-hatr- ed in
me.I had been raised in white stud
ies. It was the first time I'd read
anything that said anything positive
about African-Amencan- sJ.
Itwas at this moment that Mahubuti.
made one of the several central points
of his taDc self-knowled- ge. Too
many blacks never acquire insight
into their own existence,'' he said. His
words were met with nods and rum-
blings of affirmation from his audi-
ence, particularly when be implored
the audience to Wer be in a posi-
tion where people outside your cul--
condnued on page 2, col. 2
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Minister asks for inclusion
of all orientations in church
ELISEM. BATES
Assistant News Editor
The Rev. Dr. Jane Spahr, who is
committed to the inclusion of lesbi-
ans, gays and bisexuals in the church,
visited the College Tuesday. Spahr
spoke to several classes and various
student groups.
Spahr is an ordained Presbyterian
minister who serves as an evangelist
for the Spectrum Center. This posi-
tion is funded by ThatAll May Freely
Serve."a special mission of the Down-
town United Presbyterian Church in
Rochester. NY.
Spahr defined being a gay or a
lesbian as "a way of feeling, a way of
knowing.adeep-centere- d tangingand
drawing." She went on to add that it
is not necessarily a sexual thing."
Students pointed out that our soci-
ety is not comfortable with discussing
human sexuality, whether homosexual
or heterosexual. Spahr asked "why
can't we talk about making love, but
we can discuss eating food?"
In the discussion, Spahr empha-
sized that the discrimination against
people of a different sexual orienta-
tion is just like that against people of
a different race. She asked the stu-
dents how we can create a more ac-
cepting atmosphere here at Wooster.
Spahr also discussed the means of
encouraging people to speak up for
gays and lesbians, to become allies
for homosexuals.
Spahr also mentioned what she feels
causes society to put gays and lesbi-
ans down. It is more difficult to
stereotype male and female images
today. As Spahr pointed out, "it's a
Screens finally installed in Kenarden
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
Kenarden residents returned from
break last week to find the43 million
dollar renovations finally completed.
Two sets of screens both general
insect screens as well as special secu-
rity screens for the ground floor
were installed.
The delay was caused because the
company from which the screens were
ordered failed to install them on time,
according to Clint Hofseoer, director
of the College's physical plant.
"It's about time," Resident Assis
OATs, Peanuts
clear of penalties
continued fromfront page
Dwayne Davis confirmed the origi-
nal sanctions and said that "an initia-
tion ceremony has been approved by
Greek Life." The OATs have submit-
ted a pledge proposal for this semes-
ter and plan to activate their pledges
before school ends.
According to Rodda there are no
formal changes in the initiation pro-
cedures as a result of these incidents.
"Greek Life enforces its own rules."
Rodda asserted. He also added that
the.GLC makes an effort to deal with
alkgahoas asTairiy as possible.
i is so differ
ent now as to what is male and what is
female." She also posed the question,
"Are we changing our socialization
with time?"
Spahr' s vision for the church in-
cludes the acceptance of all homo-sexua- ls
and bisexuals. "I hope to see a
real appreciation and honoring of di-
versity arid a working toward goals of
owning our own racism." She be-
lieves we need to learn about the
diversity of the people and then change
the institutions.
Spahr also emphasized that it is not
only in lesbian and gay issues, but in
all issues, that we need to help people
make a connection to advocate diver-
sity.
On the topic of families, Spahr pro-
posed a greater tolerance for diversity
in homes with lesbian or gay parents.
She has two sons and they simply
"appreciate who I am the sexual ori-
entation doesn't matter."
S pahr has started support groups all
over the country farhomosexual youth
and parents of youth and urges more
to begin. Education is something she
advocates, especially in terms of sexu-
ality.
Spahr was ordained in 1974 after
receiving a master of divinity at the
San Francisco Theological Seminary.
She laier earned her doctor of minis-
try there loo. Spahr was barred by the
Permanent Judicial Commission of
thePresbyterian Church (U.S.A.) from
serving as co-past- or of the Downtown
church beacuse she is a lesbian. Cur-
rently she travels across the United
States advocating equal treatment of
lesbians, gays and bisexuals.
tant Josh Fagans said. Many residents
echoed complaints about the
uncompleted mulb-millj- on doUarresi-denc- e
halL
One Kenarden resident, sophomore
Michelle Gray, was nonplused saying
"that the screens are nice," and added
that she did not like the security
screens. It makes me feel like I'm in
jail," she said.
They should have seen it four yean
ago," said senior Shawn Perry, a
former resident of the Kenarden lodge
before renovations. "Nothing like a
morning shower with four or five
hungry roaches every day."
Mahubuti speaks
on racism issues
continued fromfront page
ture know more about you than you
know about yourself."
Mahubuti then shared his thoughts
on thedisunity ofAfrican-America- ns
throughout the world: "Black people
are scattered around the woridwe
don't talk lo each other.
"Racism isa growth industry,"
Mahubuti said, "It is not vanishing
arrytirne soonwe cannot use it as
an excuse not to execute our world
viewshould I repeat that?" The au-
dience, of course, very much wished
him to.
New WCWS
to confront problems
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
Staff Writer
A new management has been se-
lected to take the helm of the college
radio station, WCWS 90.9 FM. in
Fan 1993. Inherited will be the task of
rebuilding a station plagued by theft,
diminishing staff, and occasional dead
air, but it appears as if the new staff is
ready.
The incoming General Manager
will be Merrill McCumber and the
Assistant General Manager will be
Amy Dief enbach, Katy Kilbane win
serve as Program Director and Dan
Laun as Program Director of Music.
Many of the current problems in-
clude a lack ofmotivation on the staff.
One WCWS staffmember remarked,
XXten DJj don't show up and some
don't bother to caU."
Another problem is dead air. This
occurs when the station must shut
down due to the unavailability of a
licensed DJ. One staff member said
listeners can't count on the station
being on the air at any given time of
the day. This occurs even though the
station's scheduled hours have
dropped dramatically over the past
year and a half.
Staff members also point out that
nothing is done todiscipline no-sho- ws
since they can't afford to fire mem-
bers of an already short staff. The .
staff member says this leads to a
"snowball effect" among the staff.
Some staffnumbershave suggested
that the Radio Workshop be restruc-
tured. This is the means by which
most DJj get their license. They
maintain that the current format has
hole to do with day to day operation
and, instead, much ofwhat is taught is
"the obvious." One staff member
suggested that students be encour-
aged or required to work around the
management
station to get a better feel and appre
ciation for rt before going on the air.
One staff member, when asked to
guage the public perception of the
stabon, doubted most "students knew
the call letters, or even the frequency
of the station."
McCumber agrees with many of
the complaints offered by staff mem-
bers and Wooster students. She sees
the philosophy of the current man-
agement as "being to maintain the
status quo," stating that that is "not
my idea of a radio station."
McCumber states that her goal is to
get many of the staff members more
involved in the station by making
them part of the organization. She
suggests having the staff vote on is-
sues.
Furthermore, to limit thefts of
"countless" CDs by staff members,
McCumber proposes putting the most
popular tracks in a locked area. A
new cart machine will have to be
purchased for this purpose.
McCumber also foresees cuts.
While there are no specific proposals,
possibilities include discontinuation
- of the Associated Press wire service,
which costs 55000 a year. This would
save money as news has been broad-
cast irregularly.
She also questioned the expenses
spent on the interior aesthetics of the
station. Mccumber holds that the
money would have been better spent
on needed equipment.
Asked if she will be able to main-
tain the momentum throughout next
year, McCumber states "this is not a
passing interest." She has been in-
volved since day one ofher first-- year
at Wooster.
McCumber mentioned that the new
management will be having a general
information session on Monday at
8p.m. in Lean Lecture HalL
Continue the journey offaith,
The destination is worth the effort.
Join others with a hunger for God's
service, and an urge to explore.
Meet the people and feel the warmth of Austin Seminary. If
your personal road map calls for insights in Bible, church
history, pastoral care, theology, Christian education, world
religions, worship, ethics, and ministry continue your
journey with us.
We offer Master of Arts and Master of Divinity degrees.
Registration deadline for fall: July IS.
Come journey with us.
Contact Eleanor Cozad Cherry holmes.
Director of Vocaiions'tad Admissions
Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
100 East 27th Street, Austin, Texas 78705-579- 7; 800-777-61- 27
IPO Program of
the Week
IPO Release
Experience living, working, and
studying abroad. Each year AuPair
Hornestay Abroad a program ofThe
Experiment in International Living
sends students to Europe for up to
a year as au pairs. In exchange for the
live-i- n child care provided to Euro-
pean families, au pain earn room and
board plus a moruhly stipend.
If you have child care experience
and a good command of a European
language, this rewarding opportunity
may be for you. Ifyou would like any
more information or have any ques-
tions about this program, come to the
Question and Answer table sponsored
by the CD&P in Lowry Lobby on
Wednesday, April 7 from 1 1 tun. to 1
pjn. Preliminary applications can be
picked up at this time, or any time at
the International Programs Office in
Hider House. Hope to see you there.
Homecoming
tradition changes
continued from front page
SAB, called the decision "a good
idea." Also supporting the decision
was Peter Hahn, who commented,
though, that declaring everybody
nificance of it." f
Senior Andy Cobb, who was elected
Outstanding Senior Man this year,
admitted that the decision was "prob-
ably a good move." Senior Jen
Coffman, elected Outstanding Senior
Woman, said that she understood the
reasoning behind the decision. "There
are so many quality seniors that do
many outstanding things," remarked
Cofnnan.
Uptown
Downtown
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St.
, Wooster 262-973- 5(Aerfidw Waoatar Fm4 Oxap)
Specializing in designer
labels and jewelry:
-- Forenza
- Banana Republic
-- GAP
-- J. Crew
-- LX.Bean
with telecUons UNDER $10.00
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What do you do with a major in ... ?
' " ! ' Religious Studies) ? --
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-- T' C--. - - V Feature Editor
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At Saturday's medieval faere, Wooster students and invited guests fought it out, joust-sty-le, in the Armington
Physical Education Center
The Dark Ages invade Wooster
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
Armington Physical Education
Center wasn't full of the usual sweaty
bodies in sneakers last Saturday. In-
stead, over 100 members of the Soci-
ety for Geauve Anachronism, clothed
in medieval costumes, gathered there
to play the game of history.
From 8 am. to 6 pjn., the building
was full ofactivity, as merchants sold
crystals and stained glass in one room
arid sword fighters battled through a
tournament in another. The corridor
was a meeting place for these travel-
ers, who came from all over Ohio,
Michigan and Indiana as well as a
few who journeyed even farther, in-
cluding some from Canada and Mis-
souri.
People of a variety of walks of
life stockbrokers, teachers, doctors,
lawyers, professors and students
were dressed in long belled gowns,
drinking from goblets and belting out
songs. They came as families, in
groups of friends, and alone,
Saturday's event was hosted by the
Wooster Medieval Society, which
calls itselTThe March of the Thistle."
There are 35 members in this group,
evenly divided between College of
Wooster students and residents of the
Wooster community. The March of
theThistle'isadrvision of the"Middle
Kingdom" one of the 12 "king-
doms" in the United States find a
small part of the worldwide member-shipof- tr
Society fbrCxeative Anach-
ronism, which reached 35J0OO in the
last census.
The medieval gathering on campus
was a small event, compared to many
which the Society has witnessed. Se-ni- or
Drew Nicholson said that Wooster
does not offer the facilities needed for
a more elaborate festivity.
Nicholson explained that most
events close with a "period feast" in
which the mem bers cook venison stew
or other dishes characteristic of the
time period. Nicholson expressed re-
gret that the College would not allow
the group to cook in their dining fa-
cilities thus making such an event
impossible.
The Wooster hosts succeeded in
offering plenty of activities for their
guests, however, including the chil-
dren. Members of the "The March of
the Thistle" volunteered to watch the
kids in order to allow the visiting
parents the freedom to join in other
festivities.
The children some dressed in
period costume and some in jeans
were offered scrolls ofpaper on which
to color, and a "Medieval Period
Potato Head" to decorate,
Nicholson admitted that the activi-
ties of the Society are a "game," but
emphasized that it is "an intensive,
Mgh-immersio-n." Participants must
partake in the "particular mindset," he
explained He added that each person
takes on a certain imaginary persona.
The individual creates a name for him
or herself, said Nicholson, who calls
himself Andrew Blackwood
Macbaine the Purple, Many medi-
eval players have created a complete
story concerning relationships and
events. Others, like Nicholson, prefer
to be more flexible. Nicholson calls
himself a "time traveler" because he
acts out roles in many of the possible
time periods from 600 A.D. to 1 600
A.D.
The role-playi- ng is a matter of "liv-
ing another personality," said
Nicholson, who mentioned that his
persona does not always behave the
way that he does outside of the medi-
eval context. He added, however, that
others take their roles more seriously
than he, actually becoming their char-
acter in many ways.
Nicholson also said that part of the
medieval game does not necessarily
involve complete reality.
"We romanticize the good things in
the medieval time period," he said .
"None of us really want to live in the
medieval ages" he added, claiming
that he was grateful for the techno-
logical advances which have helped
his asthma and eyesight. He added
that experiencing the Plague would
have been "sort of a bummer."
In the near-utopi- an "current medi-
eval society," Nicholson said that
many of the negative aspects of the
medieval age are weeded out.
He pointed out, as an example, that
one can witness a friendly interaction
between an Arab and a Crusader in
the "current" Middle Ages an ex-
change unlikely to have occurred dur-
ing the actual Middle Ages.
Nicholson said he enjoys partici-
pating in the game of the medieval
society because "It's fun. It allows me
to interact with people who share the
same interest as me theater, cer-
emony and pageantry."
Many people believe that a degree in religious studies is only for people
who want to go into the ministry after college. However, this is actually
more a myth than a reality. While some students who arepursumgainajor
in religious studies at Wooster do have plans to become ministers in the
future, most do not Majors enter a wide variety of areas. They go into
everything from jcwrnalism to social work to law.
The religious studies major looks at traditions in human behavior and
culture from the perspecitve of many different disciplines. Religious
studies professor Madeline Duntley it is "the true interdisplinary major."
Religious studies deals with all aspects of society. Some people over-
look the courses offered by the department, because they feel that they are
all about the Bible or some other religious text, or that they must have an
extensive background in religion to handle the courses. While there are
classes that relate directly to religious texts, such as courses taught on
religions of Native Americans, the Far East, and West (to name a few),
there are many courses which involve practical, current aspects of society.
Many students wouldn't expect to find courses taught about medicine,
psychology, art or law in the religious studies department, but the disci
pline oners these and many more. Courses also include topics on human
rights, anthropology, history and philosophy, among others.
No student can learn about every aspect of all issues taught in religious
studies, but the student can be exposed to a wide variety of perpecuves.
Religious studies is different from some other majors in that people tend
to have very strong feelings about the issues they study. Students may not
feel as passionately about abstract concepts or numbers, but have strong
emotions and clear personal interests in the issues that arrise in religious
studies courses.
"Religious studies examines topics that are close to the heart of peoples
of many different cultures," said Duntley. She added that the major, while
appealing to people interested in many different fields, would particularly
be of interest to students concerned with issues of "healing, wholeness,
civil rights and civic issues."
According to Duntley, religious studies is a good "springboard" for
study in other graduate disciplines. She said that Wooster students with a
major in religious studies have, for example, entered law schools and
graduate programs in social work.
Majors cite a variety of reasons for choosing religious studies at
Wooster. Senior major Charlie Gall hopes that he "will find the answers to
the questions of life." Junior major Becky Mullin said she chose religious
studies because she liked the small size of the department, the classes
offered, and the professors. "The professors in the department are easy to
approach and are very interested in the students," said Mullin.
Mullin also cited that Professor Kammer's theory of majoring in
religious studies helped influence her decision.Accoring to Mullin,
Kammer's theory is that a third of all of the people with national holidays
named after them majored in religous studies and 99 of the people with
national holidays have taken a religious studies course. So, those want a
shot at a national holiday, should look into religious studies department.
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The lost art of inebriation
Twelve rules ofdrinking etiquette
Spring is finally here,
though the weaxher forecast
is for snow this weekend
and my neighbor Pat has
told me if that happens he's
quitting achool,countrY,and
maybe even life. Botlhave
my own personal traumas
mainly the lack of qual-
ity (read: not obtained at the
recent Dead shows) LSD
on this campus and just yes-
terday my attorney in Advice
formed me that, despite his
Galpin connections, the going rate for
'shrooms is now $30 an eighth.
Life without hallucinogens at
Wooster can become very surreal at
times. The recent and welcomed in-
troduction of Su Ides malt liquor to
the Wooster area (where it has just
been legalized for sale) has managed
to assuage the feelings of emptiness
and boredom, but alcohol requires
certain special etiquette and forms of
decorum which many people tend to
forget or are not aware of.
For example, when falling at the
Underground do not grab the nearest
person for balance, Hitting your head
and bleeding on their shoe may not be
the coolest thing to do but it is defi-
nitely more cool then pulling them
down with you all mewhile scream-
ing T have not yet begun to drink."
Here are some other helpful hints I
compiled with the help of my good
friend and colleague Joshua Elrod, a
noted expert on etnqueoe for the
chemically impaired.
1) When you spin beer on someone
dcm'ltellthern-theynuybetcodrur- nk
to notice. Iftheydorioticeaskthem
if you can wipe it off with your hand-
kerchief. If it's someone special ask
them if you can use your tongue as
well (isn't that nice "someone spe-
cial?" We thought it was somewhat
safer than, say, a chick").
2) When the DartenderAJnder-groun- d
personParty assistant or any
other Mus3olinVFranco cfcaciple asks
foryour LD. and you know you won't
be able to give them a good
answer, just smile, say
thanks anyway, and calmly
teO them that if they don t
get you a beer right now
then you are going rip out
their spleen and show it to
them.
3) Refrain from picking
up friends, dates, or frater-
nity brothers and lifting
them over your head; in
your inebriated state youColumnist
may drop them.
4) When drunk at a party do not
grab friends, dates, or fraternity broth-
ers by the arm and yell in their ears.
They can't hear you and after you've
had three 40-oun- ce bottles of Sl Ides
they don't really care what you have
to say anyway.
5) Be respectful of non-drinke- rs.
They may not look like they're hav-
ing fun now but they're really just
waiting until you pass out and if the
thought of waking up in the middle of
the quad, naked, bound, and gagged
doesn't appeal to you, then you may
find it wise to buy your nonthinking
friend a Sprite or two.
6) If you feel the need to drink
before eating at the College's dining
halls, there are certain pros and cons
you wiUwamtokeepinmind. First of
all Kittredge (though Josh says it's the
best place to eat at while stoned) has
no bathroom and if you're eating the
food on an even rernoteh woozy stom-
ach you're going to want something
nearby to catch whatever comes out,
and frankly the toaster oven in the
comer just doesn't do the job. Sec-
ondly, Lowry has doors at both ends
of the dining hall, which reduces the
chances of getting lost and not being
able to find your way out again.
7) Do not drink and drive. But if
you decide to chance it, a good test to
see whether or not you should drive is
to try shifting with the same hand
your steering with. Are you still on
continued on page 5, col. 4
The government as
the solution
On
the
right
,
CohgnmM
Over the past few weeks.
President Clinton has at-
tempted Ito sell his eco-
nomic package to the
American public.
He is calling for more
"investment'' in our soci-
etal institutions. But, as we
aUknow.thisisabuzzword
for the typical DenKcraric-styl- e
of tax and spend. L
however, am not mention-
ing
tifr.Bn?fr.
this to point out the I
chronic usage of euphe-
misms by Clinton, but to look at the
more fundamental problem ofpeople
with similar views as Clinton, who
believe government is the solution to
our nation's woes.
Bill Bennett, former Secretary of
Education, composed one of the most
compelling articles, which illustrated
the myth that government is the solu-
tion.
In his Wall StreetJournal editorial
(March 15, 1993), Bennett explained
that since 1960, "total social spending
by all levels of government (mea-
sured in constant 1990 dollars) has
risen from $143.73 billion to $787
billion- .- inflation adjusted spending
on welfare has increased by 630,
spending on education by 225."
Now with all this governmental
spending, would you say our institu-
tions and culture have improved?
Bennett answered wiih a resounding
"no."
Bermett quantified America's de-
cline by outlining eight cultural indi-
cators. I win briefly present them:
Average daily TV viewing, I960:
5:06 hours, 1992: 7:04 hours. SAT
scores, 196ft 975, 1992: 899. Per-ce- nt
of illegitimate births, I960:53, 1990: 26. Children with
smgkinothers,1960:8.1990:22.
Children on welfare: I960: 3J5,
1990: 115. Teen suicide rate,
I960: 3.6. 1990: 113. Violent
crime rate (per lOOjOOO), I960: 16.1,
1991:75.8. Median prison
sentence, 1954: 22.5 days,
1990: 8 days.
The point is not to declare
that government spending
has caused this decline, but
to expose the flawed phi-
losophy of Clinton and
many others who believe
government can solve our
problems.
What Americans need is
to transform government's
role from one of centraliza-uai,bureaucracy,a- nd
paternalism, to
continued on page 3, col. 4
Bill Bennett's eight
cultural indicators
ofAmerica's decline
Average daily TV viewing
I960: 5:06 hrs. 1992: 7:04 hrs.
SAT scores
I960: 975 1992: 899
Percent of illegitimate births
I960: 53 1990: 26.2
Children with single mothers
I960: 8 1990: 22
Children on welfare
I960: 3.5 1990: 11.9
Teen suicide rate
I960: 3.6 1990: 113
Violent crime rate (per 100,000)1
I960: 16.1 1991: 75.8
Median prison sentence
1954: 2LS 1990: 8 days
fib from tamttttt March IS Watt
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Modifications on Greek system under consideration;
changes by Campus Council committee imminent
Members of The College of Wooster community,
fThe Campus Council Ad Hoc Committee on Sections and Clubs has met with representatives from a variety of
constituencies to near thek thought The Committee, using
this input, has decided to continue a system of social organizations at the College of Wooster, with modifications.
We are now working to formulate specific recommendations for change to be forwarded to Campus Council for
its consideration.
The Committee began looking at specifics in early February, by considering the present process for admitting
new members to clubs and sections including rush (open houses at which prospective members meet actives of
organizations), bidding (the process by which invitations are extended to prospective members by Clubs and
Sections), pledging (the two weeks of pre-plann-ed activity which lead up to initiation), and initiation (the induction
ceremony). The Committee considered the pledging process first and has voted to make a recommendation to
Campus Council that pledging be eliminated at The College of Wooster. This recommendation does not affect
initiation or call for instant initiation and the Committee is considering alternatives to the pledging process. The
other areas slated for discussion have not yet been addressed by the Committee.
The areas which the Ad Hoc Committee plans to consider further include:
O selectivity, this includes concerns about possible discrimination in selection of.members as well as the fact
that prospectives may not be invited to join the organization of their choosing
O composition of the Greek Life Committee and the relationship between the Greek Life Committee and
Campus Council
O the time cornmitment required by the pledging process from pledges, actives and those who oversee the
process
O the process for chartering of Clubs and Sections
O the relationship between ISC, ICC, and Campus Council
In redesigning a system that is unique to Wooster, the Ad Hoc Committee is looking at models from other
colleges and universities, fraternity governing and higher education organizations and some within ourown Greek
system. The following key points from various College of Wooster constituencies are being considered as we
continue this process:
Faculty
O rxxential for discrimination in the selection process
O concern regarding the College's public image and the impaac the Oub and Sections on recruitment ci
students
O the ability ofanybody to adrriinister and enforce the current system
O liability issues, particularly for faculty
O impact of pledging on the academic experience of pledges and actives . , - .'
O hypocrisy c stating that we dona have a fraterr
O the power differential between pledges and actives, which may encourage abuse
O the length of the pledging period
SectionClub Members
O lack erf communication between club and sections, the faculty and independent students
O stereotyping of Greeks based on past incidents, and a concern that the classroom performanceof students
involved in Clubs and Sections may be judged based on their being members of social organizations
O failure of faculty members to realize that some Clubs and Sections have helped members improve their GPA's
and that many Club and Section members serve in other leadership roles on campus
O a concern that pledging is important to groups for education and bonding and to solidify the commitment of
pledges and actives to the organization
O a belief that Club and Section membershippledgin is important to individuals in their personal and social
development .... . .O the overemphasis of faculty on the impact of pledging on academic performancer
O policing the pledging process is time consuming and difficult
O questions about the GLCs authority, power and responsibility for the
1
O overall time commitment of service on GLC
O must serve a dual role of both policing and supporting the Greek organizations
O communication between GLC, the faculty, organizations and Campus Council
O composition of GLC
The Campus Council Ad Hoc Committee has been utilizing this information as well as proposal which have
been submitted. We welcome additional writing input, in the form of proposals or suggestion which will aid us
in modifying the system. Such prorx)salsinaybuiklxi the best e
ColleeeofWooster, or non-Colle- ge affiliated organizations. Proposals, which include specific recommendations,
should be addressed to Gregory Simmons, box 2730, or given to your Campus Coucnil representative.
TCornmitteewill continue to meet prior to and fouowing the break. The intent is to develop a package of
recorrmierKiationsaiKlaruKxin
that time further comment will be solicited and any modincations to the proposals discussed. The
KskaMwm then be forward tote . . .
Again, the Committee would like to thank iriembers of the corrmiumtyfwyw
matter.
Sincerely,
Council Ad Hoc Committee on Clubs and Sections .
Gregory Simmons, Chair, Campus Council Ad Hoc Committee on Clubs and Sections
Robb DeGraw, Member-at-larg- e and Chair of Campus Council
Shannon O'Neill, ISCICC representative
Madeline Duntley, Faculty Representative
Damon Mckey. Faculty Representanve
--
Sophie Penney, Representanve for the Dean of Students
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Greek system versus that of Campus
National service... or
indentured servitude?
STEFAN A. BELSKI
StaffWriter
A variety of groups, including the
Clinton Administration, have ad-vanc-ed
proposals for national service
for young people. The idea is that
young people will work in govem-ment-r- un
programs to serve the "pub-
lic welfare." In turn, they will get
money for college or career training.
Interestingly enough, these propos-
als cross the political spectrum. So-
cial conservatives hope to impose dis-cipli- ne
and a sense of duty on a youth
culture that seems idle, decadent and
directionless. Welfare state liberals,
disarjpentedbecause youth seem apa-
thetic and materialistic, plan to use
young people to advance their own
social programs. Though both have
different visions ofyouth culture, they
bom exhibit communitarian disregard
foriridividualinitialrvard autonomy.
Though most proposals are for"vol-
untary" programs, some on both the
left and right want a mandatory sys-
tem. Those who doubt that "tempo-
rary slavery" could be implemented
in the US. should note that although
the Cold War is over young men are
still subject to selective service. Sup-
porters are willing to advocate a vol-
untary system, with the hope that it
may be the first step to a mandatory
Twelve rules of
drinking etiquette
continued from page 4
the road? Now try using the same
hand to work the clutch and brake.
Further reason why you should not
drink and drive: Should you crash the
car you may be able to get the front
end fixed, the dents knocked back out
and the bumper put back on but you
will never be able to get the Jim Beam
smell out of the upholstery.
8) The morning after a big party, if
you go to your section's lounge be-
fore the clean-u- p crew has arrived and
feel the need for an eye-open- er, make
sure you choose a cup without old
cigarettes or you could find yourself
gacking like you've just done radia-
tion therapy on a full stomach.
9) Never mix alcohol and mari-
juana. You could forget where you
put down your beer.
10) There are several advantages if
someone has his bed on the top of a
loft The first is that scaling a loft,
drunk, at 3 a.m. is only slightly less
dangerous man scaling Ml Everest
The other reason is that if you are
going to seduce someone, it is very
romantic to throw them down on the
bed. It is not quiteas romantic to hurl
them up onto a loft (see rule 3)
11) Remember that if you must
gack, gack with style. For example,
call your shot "Pizza and beer in the
left urinal, the rest in the sink."
12) a) Do not fight with a Greek in
his section; he'll win. b) Do not go to
a Greek party and piss on their letters;
they'll kill you. c) And never be so
stupid as to call the Greeks "latent
homosexuals"; they may never find
your body.
one. This could follow the pattern of
large standing professional armed
services leading to peacetime drafts
and frequentforeign military involve-
ment And, there are aVxnestic "wars,"
such as the "war on drugs" which can
beasccy.directionless, and unsuc-
cessful as foreign adventures.
Since the military offers the only
model of such large scale government
direction of manpower, we can ex-
pect to see similar problems. In the
army, a bureaucracy decides where
"you are needed, regardless of an
individual's interests or abilities.
Education, child care, infrastruc-
turerepair.and environmentalcleanup
are among the most frequently men-
tioned fields for national service.
These fields, though, often require
extensive tntinin&arrf are highly regu-
lated and closely guarded by unions
and government workers. They will
use their clout to keep national service
program participants out of higher
paymg and rncre promising positions.
Finally, the funds will come out of
funds for student loans and grants,
work study ,and Coop Ed. These won't
be needed, supporters say.since needy
students will get funding only in re-
turn for iiatkxial service. Thus even if
national service programs aren'tman-dator- y,
some may be forced into it by
economic necessity. As a nai1t stu-
dents who can afford an $80,000 edu-cati- on
wOl Toe divided from the major-
ity oflower and middle class students
who cannot The latter will have to
interrupt their education or delay ca-
reerplans. The former will be able to
pursue enriching post-gradua- te edu-
cations and lucrative jobs without the
competition of others. The resulting
polarization would affect higher edu-
cation as well as society. Like inden-
tured servants not long ago, their pur-
suit of the American dream will be
delayed and perhaps stifled.
Clinton provides the
solution: government
continued from page 4
one that emphasizes individual and
familv empowerment. We need to
restore our values (those bad Repub-
lican ideals) by turning to our fami-
lies, churches, and neighborhoods for
support rather than our government.
Tn rlahnraie on this argument
Bennett commented on the presiden-
tial debate in Richmond, when the
audience questioned the candidates.
. i 1 1 I .uAn audience member asked the
three candidates, "We are symboli-
cally your children, we have our needs,
what will you do to take careof us, and
take care of our needs?"
Bennett stated. "Itwould have been
refreshing and it would have been
bracing, for one of them to have said.
i am not your father."
It is trulv ironic, although not sur
prising, to hear Clinton, who idolizes
John F. Kennedy, ask Americans to
"sacrifice" their wallets, not the gov
ernment. Hey Bill, rememrjer tnis
line: "Ask not what your country can
do tor you.
Page 6 Apnl 2, 1993I!-
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Jazz Ensemble features renowned pianist
SHAWN FERRY
A&EEditor
Pianist John Campbell win be the
featured musical guest with the
Wooster Jazz Ensemble, under the
direction of Jeffrey Lindberg, tonight
in McGaw Chapel beginning at 8: 15
pjn.
The performance will also feature
the small improvisatory Jazz Combo
which will loo will be joined by
Campbell.
Campbell has enjoyed success on
both the Chicago and New York jazz
circuits following two years of study
at Illinois State University. He has
performed in the Jazz Members Big
Band in Chicago (co-le-d by Lindberg)
and even started his own Campbell
Trio which successfully toured Eu-
rope in 1981 with world-renown- ed
trumpeter Clark Terry.
In addition loperforming with other
such musical greats as Mel Tourme
ands Geo Lane, Campbell has also
released two of his own alburns, ''Af-
ter Hours" and Turning Point."
This concert also represents the fi-
nal performance for the seniors in this
year's ensemble which include drum-
mer Timothy Buckingham, Stephen
Collins on trumpet, Peter Hoopes on
piano, Shawn Perry on tenor saxo-
phone, and Diana Wolf on alio saxo-
phone and clarinet. All of the seniors
will be featured in their own solos in
Duke Ellington's popular "Diminu-
endo and Crescendo in Blue."
This rwopart piece is considered to
be one of Ellington's most elaborate
and ambitious efforts. As an exte-
nded-form piece consisting ofabrupt
changes in modulation and rhythmic
patterns, the work surpassed that of
the more popular tunes of its day both
musically and conceptually.
As suggested by the title, the "di-
minuendo' begins with a grand dis-
play of rhythmic articulation, gradu-
ally subsiding into the extended solo
section. The "crescendo'" then opens
with a simple and subdued rhythm
including the woodwinds before
gradually building in volume and tex-
ture with the addition of the horns and
Art museum features two printmaking alumni
NEWSSERVICES
The College of Wooster Art Mu-
seum and Alumnii Association present
the work of printmakers Margaret
KennarcUohnson and Elizabeth Eaton
Swartz in the Third Alumni Invita-
tional.
The exhibit opens Sunday, March
21, and continues through May 10.
A resident ofPrinceton,NJ, John-
son artended Wooster in the early
1940's. Her mother, Florence
Kennard, was a member ofWooster's
art efcpartment from 1928 to 1939.
Johnson received her B.F.A. from
Brooklyn's Pratt Institute and her
master ofdesign from the University
ofMichigan's School ofArchitecture
and Design. She has taught at the
Museum ofModern Art in New York,
Pratt Insrimtf.. Drake University in
Is
- - - -
Pianist John Campbell will perform
rhythm section until the ensuing fre-
netic composition reaches and explo-
sion of sound at the end.
Because ofits elaborate nature, there
were those at the time of its presenta-tion,bo- th
viewers and musicians alike,
who found it hard to digest such a
complicated piece.
Though originally written in 1937,
it was not until its performance at the
Newport Jazz Festival in 1956 that it
became a popular success. In fact the
Newport performance alone garnered
four encores from the highly enthusi-
astic crowd as the show continued on
into the very early hours of the morn-
ing.
The piece still continues to be a
landmark in jazz compcxition and es
Iowa and the Princeton Art Associa-
tion.
Johnson's work in intaglio and re-
liefprinting has been influenced by an
eight-ye- ar residence in Japan and ex-
tensive traveling. The exhibition will
include prints from her "Antarctica
Series"(1988), which givesa sense of
the overwhelming infinity of iky and
water, and "Egyptian Series" (1992),
in which she explores the layering of
time and culture.
Elizabeth Eaton Swartz graduated
from Wooster in 1952 and continued
her studies at Ohio University-Chillicot- he
and the Columbus Col-
lege of Art and Design. She was
introduced to printmaking in Tokyo,
Japan, where she studied under
Tadeshige Ono.
Swartz'sprints utilize several tech-
niques such as woodcut and linocut
photo provided by Music Department
with the Jazz Ensemble tonight
pecially a challenge to the intonation
and mechanical capabilities of any
jazz band who dares to play iL
Other cornpositions on the program
include "Bula (Afro-Bosa- )" and "Cot-
tontail," also by Ellington, "Young
and Foolish" by Frank Mantooth, and
"Shorty George," a popular perfor-
mance piece of the Count Basic Or-
chestra.
This performance of the Jazz En-
semble featuring John Campbell is
being sponsored by the Cultural
Events Committee and the Wooster
Board of Trustees.
Campbell will also be presenting a
master class today at noon in the
Schiede Rehearsal Room. All are
invited to attend.
Most recently, she has been exploring
the many variations possible in the
monotype process, in which a single
print is pulled from a plate on which
ink or paint has been applied with
rollers.
The image is transferred to paperby
hand or with a press. Because the
inked plate contains no permanent
repeatable image,each print is unique.
S wartz'swork is inspired by the vistas
and animal life of her rural home in
Chniicothe.
The College of Wooster Art Mu-
seum is open 9 ajn. to noon and 1- -5
pm. Monday through Friday and 2-- 5
pjn. on Sunday. Admission is free.
The Alumni Invitational also will be
displayed during Alumni Weekend,
June 3--5. during the following hours:
June 3, 1- -5 pjn4June4,9ajn.tonoon
and 1 JO to 6 pjru June 5, 2-- 6 pan.
Antony and
a theatrical
ADITYAREGE
A&EWriter
And just when one thought that
Wooster productions couldn't pos-
sibly get any better, along comes
Antony and Cleopatra.
Written by William Shakespeare
and directed by Annetla Gomez --
Jefferson, here is an epic historical
drama, spanning what were prob-
ably the ten most turbulent years in
the histories of Egypt and Rome.
This is a play dealing with what one
of the most famous love affairs
ever, that of Antony and Cleopatra.
In falling in love with Cleopatra,
much to Caesar's fury, Antony be-
gins spending more and more time
with the queen of Egypt On finally
being called back to Rome, Antony
decides to settle down and marries
Octavia, Caesar's sister. But his
heart unfortunately lies in Egypt
which is all the more evident when
hesays,TthcwghIdomakethis
marriage for my peace, in the East
my pleasure lies.
So strong an aura does Cleopatra
exude and so deep is their love, that
our hero is promptly back on his
way to Egypt. Antony describes
her compelling charm most lucidly
when be says. "Other women cloy
the appetite theyfecd, butshe makes
hungry where most she satisfies."
Annetta Jefferson directs, with a
remarkable flair, what was prob-
ably ewetfShakespeare's most dif-
ficult plays. With a thirty eight
member cast, this production was
no cake walk for the team. Given
all the obvious problems that go
into putting together a play of this
magnitude, what prompted
Jefferson to accept the task?
She answers with complete con-
viction when she says, I did this
play primarily because it wasachal-Veng- e
forme. Here is an epic love
story, one which is rarely done. I
had to see ifI could do it." And boy !
did she live up to her personal ex-
pectations. When asked about the
Cleopatra:
splendor
most difficult thing in doing this
play, Jefferson says that she had to
get the cast to understand the lan-
guage and then bad to get them to
communicate it effectively to the
audience.
An elaborate extravaganza would
probably be one of the best ways of
describing this play. Kim Douglas
Vaughn's costumes and Senior
Peter McKiernan's set comple-
mented by Dale Seeds' lighting
manages to bring about an atmo-
sphere so exotic, that it alone al-
most transports the audience back
to the days of Roman - Egyptian
resplendence.
The set design is so effective
that, besides serving as Cleopatra's
bedroom, with the effective use of
props, it also works as her bath-roo- m,
Caesars palace, both Antony
and Caesars camp and Pompey's
barge.
The music has been composed
by Junior Matthew Herman and
performed by the "A V C En-
semble," comprised solely of
Wooster students. This play has
production values that are nothing
short of excellent.
First-ye- ar Heather Mrocz-kowsk- j,
and seniors Chris Strom-pol- os
and Andy Cobb excelled in
their roles as Cleopatra, Antony
andCaesarrespectively. First-ye- ar
Christopher Kelly and junior Mat-
thew Williams, also stood out in
their respective roles.
A surprise appearance was put in
by English professor Raymond
McCall who played Pompey and
even proceeded to do a little jig on
stage.
Antony and Cleopatra plays at
Freedlander Theatre tonight and
tomorrow night beginning at 8:15
pjn. Reserve tickets are required.
Here is a show "that captures the
essential passion, power and politi-
cal struggles of ancient Rome and
Egypt," Performed with complete
splendor, here is one play that is not
to be missed.
Spend THe SUMMER IN GREECE AND TURKEY
wit
WOOSTER IN GREECE
JUNE 19 TO AUGUST 1, 1993
ON-SIT- E PROGRAM OF STUDY AND TRAVEL . IN-
CLUDES VISITS TO MAJOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES,
MONUMENTS AND MUSEUMS THROUGHOUT GREECE
AND TURKEY: ATHENS, CRETE AND THE GREEK
ISLANDS, OLYMPIA, DELPHI, MYCENAE, ISTANBUL.
TWO COURSES FOR CREDIT:
THE MONUMENTS AND HISTORY OF GREECE
THE CULTURE OF ANCIENT AND BYZANTINE GREECE
SEE: PROFESSOR THOMAS FALKNER
DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL STUDIES
KAUKE 208, EXT. 2320
APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 15, 1993
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Contemporary and classical music featured Sunday
Music department
to sponsor cultural
performances
SHAWN PERRY
A&EEditor
This Sunday, April 4 maiks the
performance of two special musical
events being presented by the College
of Wooster Music Department, set-
ting the stage fora highly cultured and
aesthetically pleasing evening ofcon-
temporary and classical music
First off, regarded as one of the
most gifted guitar virtuosos in con-
temporary music today, the Ameri-
can virtuoso John Holmquist will be
the featured performer with Andrej
Mentschukoff, faculty of the music
department, in the College ofWooster
guest recital being given this Sunday,
April 4 at 4:00 p.m. in Gault Recital
HalL The performance is sponsored
by the College of Wooster music de-
partment and the Cultural Events
Committee.
A graduate of the University of
Minnesota, Holmquist has studied
under such luminaries as Maestro
Alirio Diaz in Prance and Canada and
guitarist-compos- er Gilbert Biberian
in London. He first earned interna-
tional recognition by placing first by
unanimous decision of the jury at the
prestigious Guitar 78 International
Competition. His brilliant perfor-
mance at the competition was givena
standing ovation.
His London debut came in 1979
performing at Wigmore Hall and in
1981 he played at the Abraham
23
L
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Wooster faculty members Thomas Wood, Daniel Winter and Madalena Burle Marx are the performers for
the all-Beetho- ven recital to be given Sunday evening beginning at 7:30 pan. The concert is presented in
memory of Martha Pratt Lawry, Wooster alumna of the class of 1947. The concert, which is entitled
"Beethoven in the "90V will feature popularworks by the composer during his middle compositionalperiod, all of which have opus numbers in the 90's.
Goodman House inNew York. Since
then, Holmquist has met with nothing
but critical acclaim and public ap-
praisal for his breathtaking technique
and the stark poetic nature ofhis play-
ing.
Guitar Magazine hailed his virtu
osity as "utterly musical, unfailingly
in goods taste, restrained or passion-
ate as called for; relegating technique
to its proper place-th- e unobtrusive
servant of the music"
He has served on the faculties of
Northwestern University and the Wis
consin Conservatory of Music. Cur-
rently he is head of the Guitar Eepart-me- nt
at the Cleveland Institute of
Music.
Beginning at 7JO pjn. in Gault
continued on page 8, col. 1
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StudenWouth Atfares NowAvaBaUe
Belize City $14?
Guatemala City $S65
Costa Ska $t73
Tcsudsalpa $tSSQcho m?
fcro a act) way based on i reundWD Duttwe tordrpartum from Cdumbuj, andnmti or OcveaTd-Restrtator- B
so apply and taes are not Included.
CcuncilTraucI
8 E 13th Ave. Columbus, OH 43201
1-614-29-
4-6696
The
Wooster
Voice
The Wooster Voice is now
accepdngapplicadonsfortfae
1993-9- 4 staff.
Positions available include
Assistant Editor, Managing
Editor, Business Manager,
Advertising Manager, Pro
duction Manager, ChiefStaff
Writer, News Editor, Feature
Editor, A & E Editor, Sports
writers, Photo Editor, Car
toonists, Columnists, Copy
Editors, Cnrulatran Manager,
and StaffWriters. Other po
sitions are also available.
Please submit cover letter
and resume to Judy Nichols
atc-2370- by Friday, April 16.
Any questions should be
referred to Judy Nichols at
ext. 3862.
90.9 FM
Your sound
alternative
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Underwear,cops,andkringle: The ScotBandspring tour
MATT HERMAN, AMY MILLER, I I CoOegi 0uPagt 1 I 1 : III -
anaLAUKAUCLuic i t ii tin' iSpecial to the VOICEThe College ofWooster Scot Sym-phonic Band deponed for its 1993
tour at 12:30 p.m. on March 6, 1993.
Our first stop was in the booming
metropolis of Piqua, Ohio, the home
of junior Susan Salmon and under-
wear capital of the world!
The band was in good spirits, only
to have our hopes and dreams de-
flated when we found out that we
were months loo early for the annual
underwear parade. Disaster almost
befell the band when junior Chris
Brown was chased by a killer duck!
Fortunately he survived the ruthless
attack.
After playing a successful tour de-b- ut
we beaded off for Decatur, Indi-
ana, the home of Judy Prill, a very
excited Wooster grad filled with ideas
to make our stay pleasurable.
Fueled with egg casserole and
Tampico citrus liquid the band made
its way over the Indiana border into
Michigan. We were bound for
Saginaw, but spent some time in Arm
Arbor (homeof first-ye-ar JanetEngleX
Numerous band members enjoyed
lunch at the ever popular Brown Jug,
a favorite hangout for the University
of Michigan students. Despite sev-
eral serious injuries to band members
that night, the spirit of an orilooking
EWia inspired us to have one of our
best concerts of the week.
With some members of the band
awakened and refreshed by loud bag-
pipe recordings we journeyed to his-
toric Danville, Illinois. The wonder-
ful acoustics of the cathedral-lik- e
church were much more than McGaw
could ever offer and augmented our
best performance of the tour.
Much to junior Amy Miller's cha-
grin we skated Chicago for Racine,
Beethoven recital
dedicated to alum
continued from page 7
Recital HalL an all-Beetho- ven recital
will be given honoring the memory of
Martha Pratt Lowry, Wooster alumna
of the class of 1947. Pratt was a
lifelong lover of Beethoven's music
and so her family have honored her
with this yearly concert.
The recital, entitled "Beethoven in
the '90's", not only reflects the con-
tinued prominence of the musical
legend's master works in the last de-
cade of this century, but also refers to
the works in the program for this
concert, all of which originate from
his middle compositional period and
constitute an opus number in the 90's:
"Sonata for Piano in E Minor, Op. 90,
Sonata for Piano and Violin in G
Major, Op. 96, and Trio for Piano,
Violin, and Cello in B-fi- at Major, Op.
97.
Wooster music faculty members
Daniel Winter on piano, violinistTho-ma- s
Wood and cellist Madakna B urle
Marx will be the performers for this
special concert.
Both concerts are free and open to
the public
Band members experienced the Ron Friedman Quartet at Dick's Last
Resort in downtowa Chicago. Pictured from left to right: Laura
DeLoye, Kevin Gainer, Jim Folk, Ron Friedman, Larry Kohnt, Guest
Drummer, Amy Miller, Matt Herman, Lisa Han nan, David Crichton,
and Doug Dawsoa
Wisconsin, home of first-ye- ar Marty
Hall. Startled by the screaming sirens
and flashing lights of Racine's ever
vigilant police force, our bus drivers
were forced to the side of the road.
Fearing Chester Andrews' unknown
criminal background, band members
stared as the hulking form ofa police
officer boarded the bus.
"Are you folks VostT" he asked with
the unmistakable regional dialect of
southern Wisconsin. 1 noticed your
Ohio plates and thought you might be
headed the wrooong waaay from the
interstate."
Chester breathed a sigh of relief to
know that he was still safe and undis-
covered.
The nextmorning we dissolved our
evening anxieties and lack of sleep by
filling ourselves with unlimited sup-
plies of Racine's danish specialty:
Kringle, a pastry with icing and any
type of filling.
Taking a hop, skip, and a jump to
our hotel in Chicago we threw suit-
cases and garment bags in our rooms
and hurriedly rushed outside to take
on the wonders of the big city. The
band took advantage of shorn and
museums galore, including F.A.O.
Schwarz, Niketown, Water Tower
Place, the Science and Industry mu-
seum and Shedd Aquarium to name a
few.
Hand-feedi- ng animals at the Lin-
coln Park Zoo was another fun activ-
ity. After all this sightseeing, hunger
beckoned and we retreated to the likes
of Ed Debe vic's 50's Caff, the Hard
Rock Cafd, and Chicago style pizze-
rias.
The evening gave us a chance to
discover Chicago's night life at jazz
y ,v
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photo provided by Music Department
Guitarist John Holmquist to be featured in guest recital.
photo by AMY MILLER
Members of the Wooster Scot Band are pictured with new "unofficial"
member, the F.A.O. Schwartz Bear. Pictured from left to right: Kate
Anderson, Amy Miller, Laura DeLoye, Lisa liannan and Matt
Herman
clubs such as Dick's Last Resort and
Andy's. Atmosphere was important
to both locations, with Dick's having
intentionally rude service. Nine band
members enjoyed the music of the
Ron Friedman Quartet at Andy's jazz
club. In fact, when junior David
Crichton jokingly meriooned to Mr.
Friedman that we played the "church
circuit," the quartet launched into a
rousing rendition of "Amazing
Grace, which by coincidence was
our band's nightly encore.
The next night, we played a mean-
ingful cenem at a church m trie iriner-cit- y
southside ndghborhoods. Pow-
ered up by a huge dinner cooked by
one of the church members, we per-
formed for a very enthusiastic audi-
ence.
Our final destination was the infa-
mous "armpit of Ohio" and home of
t t
.
-
,
sophomore Matt Herman: Toledo.
Receiving word of the chorus' trials
and troubles in North Carolina, we
counted our blessings. The concert
that night contained many surprises
of which Ms. Dinner was not aware,
including a percussion solo by senior
Tim Buckingham. It was probably
our most energetic concert, perhaps
due to the fact that we were filled to
the gills with lasagne.
Then, at long last, we took the road
south andreturned to wintry Wooster,
there to unload and relive the memo-
ries of a wonderful tour.
The bard would especially like to
express its thanks to our director, Ms.
Nancy Dinner, who will be going on
leave next year. We will miss her
greatly and the first-yea- rs and sopho-
mores look forward to her return the
following year.
Academy Awards 1993
AND THE WINNERS ARE
Best Film:
"Unforgivcn"
Best Director:
Clint Eastwood, for "Unforgiven"
Best Actor:
Al Pacino, "Scent of a Woman"
Best Actress:
Emma Thompson, "Howard's End"
Best Supporting Actor:
Gene Hackman, "Unforgiven"
Best Supporting Actress:
Marisa Tomei, "My Cousin Vinny"
Because of the recent Oscar success of the motion picture
"The Unforgiven," the movie has been pulled from private
screenings based upon stipulations set down by the distributor.
In substitution, the hitSteven Seagal movie Under Seige" will
be shown in Mateer this weekend.
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Chorus tour '93: Rendezvous with the 'Storm of the Century'
JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A & E Editor
As people arrived fo departing lot
of Scheide musk center in the early
afternoon of Saturday, March 6, all
signs pointed to a normal spring cho-
rus tour. The Wooster Chorus crew
was busy loading risers, music stands,
and luggage into the belly of the rented
touring bus. The familiar face ofTom
the bus drivrr (the man who has driven
the chorus through fouryears ofspring
tours) wasa soothing sight amid the
bustle of last minute luggage checks,
attendance-takin- g, and missing-perso- n
reports.
Finally all heads were accounted
for. Director John Russell gave the go
ahead and the two student-drive- n vans,
filled with chattering chorus mem-
bers ejqpeiirreriting playfully wim the
new CB's, fell in behind the lumber-
ing Anderson bus to drive the curi-
ously long and circuitous route out of
Wooster. After a mysterious stop at
mega-Buehler- 's, the caravan was on
State Route 30 headed west to Inter-
state 71 and eventually to the first
concert, that evening, in Westerville,
Ohio.
The atmosphere on the bus was the
usuaL People talked, slept, read.
played cards, or tried to read the lips
oftheactonmthemovkbemgpyed
at the front of the bus. The choristers
were lively anticipating the warm
weather and hospitality that awaited
them when the chorus went south to
Atlanta.
Undetected by
anyone, on the
other side of the
continent, a series
ofclimatic anoma-
lies were mixing
to create a serious
cold-weath- er
front. Winds
swept, clouds
gathered moisture,
and temperatures
dropped. It
seemed like an av-
erage last-gasp-of-Wi- nter
storm.
Little did the fifty- -
eight member en-
semble, speeding
Little did the fifty-eig- ht
member ensemble,
speeding through Ohio,
know thai deep within
the gathering
maelstrom was a cosmic
label with the name of
the Wooster Chorus
written upon it-
-
through Ohio, know that deep within
the Gathering maelstrom was a cos--
mk label with the name of theWooster
Chorus written upon iL.
The "Lasagna" tour
As the first three concemfeU by the
wayside, a trend seemed lobe form'
ing. All three meals served in
Westerville, Indianapolis, and St.
Louis had been surprisingly similar
lasagna (or some facsimile thereof),
bread stix,salad,andbrowrries.There
was talk of iiaming the 1993 lour the
Wooster Chorus --Lasagna" tour.
Housing also seemed to be following
a pattern. Upper mkklle-classneigb-borho- ods
with families oftwo to four.
But this was an to be expected and no
one thought much of it
As the chorus left for Columbia,
Tennessee, spirits were high and tem-
peratures warmed. It appeared mat
the south would be everything the
singers thought it would be. During
j
the eight-ho- ur drive, passengers on
the bus laid their heads to the good,
solid cushions of their seats with vi-
sions of eighty-degre- e weather and
lemonade dancing in their heads. The
view from the vehicles showed the
magnolias increasing in size and abun-dan- ce
and it was just a matter of time
before the peaches of Georgia would
be in view.
Wednesday, March 10, the chorus
moved to Atlanta, Georgia, home of
CNN, the Braves, the Falcons, and
Stone Mountain, the largest piece of
exposed granite in the western hemi-
sphere.- The weather was beautiful
and sunny as the two vans and bus
drove into town two hours late.
The concert
went without a
hitch and the per-
formers went
home with their
hosts knowing
that the next day,
Thursday, March
11, was their free
day in Atlanta and
the ensuing night
would be their
hotel stay, always
an opportunity for
frivolity. This one
day would be
their only chance
to roam un-tet-h-
ered in the south-e- m
sun, taking in the sights ofAtlanta
and forgetting, for awhile, the respon-sibiliti- es
of a Wooster Chorus singer.
Wooster climate follows
When temperatures were abnor-
mally low, it was disheartening, but
no one figured that in two days they
would be willing to give up then-laryn-x
for forty oegree weather. The
tempest approached, but no one gave
the strange climate much thought.
The cold was shrugged of! with jokes
of the chorus bringing Wooster
weather with them and the party went
on that right and everyone, save for
thefew ailing members ofthe chorus,
enjoyed themselves.
As the chorus pulled into Asheville,
Norm Carolina, on Friary, March 12,
. a spririldingsajw was falling. Schools
in Asheville that day had closed early
so students could get home before the
onset of the now anticipated storm,
but the normerners of the chorus paid
r
jt,.
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little mind. People from North Caro-
lina didn't know what snow was and
went scurrying to the Winn Dixie to
stock up on toilet paper and canned
goods at the first sign of a cold wind,
they thought This little bit of snow
would not deter the Wooster Chorus.
The next day the Wooster Chorus
opened their eyes to thirteen inches of
newly fallen snow temperatures in the
teens and twenties and roads that even
four wheel drives couldn't navigate
successfully.
Tom the bus driver spoke of brav-
ing the weather and pressing on to
Knoxville but Director Russell knew
tetter and made thecalls. The Wooster
Chorus was staying in Asheville.
The ordeal would last four days and
five nights. Situations varied. Some
were without power or heat, isolated
in the outlying hills that surround
Asheville. Meals consisted of what-
ever was available in the houses, all of
the stores were closed and all roads
were impassable for the first couple of
days. Others had power, heat and
some even had cable TV. A large
group ofwomen who had been placed
in a hotel for the night subsisted on
candy from the back of vending ma-
chines and whatever could be bought
at the neighboring Amoco.
Awaiting the final word
Every morning chorus members
waited for the call from Director
Russell that would tell them they
would finally be on the road. Four
mornings they packed their bags and
were disappointed. The Knoxville,
TN, Lynchburg, VA, and Cincinnati
concerts were cancelled, and seniors
worried about the slowly dwindling
precious few days they had to com-
plete their Irxlependent Studies.
Finally, on Wednesday, March 17,
the interstates and roads were clear
enough for travel. The weary chorus
crowded onto the bus for the twelve
hour drive straight back to Wooster.
Never rar had the Wooster Chorus
had tocancel concerts. Neverbad the
people ofAsheville had to putup with
five riightsof mismatched college stu-
dents and their Director. Never in the
history of the chorus had so much
been done by so few for so many.
History was madr.this March of 1993,
and neither the Wooster Chorus nor
the noble people of Ashevifle, North
Carolina win soon forget it
(7
.
photo, by JOSHUA FAGANS
At left: Wooster chorus members
rehearse in Columbia, TN for one
of their many church
performances during their
abbreviated spring tour. Each
performance on the tour was
given in churches in the many
cities the Chorus visited.
Below: Before students were
stranded in North Carolina by a
snowstorm they were able to
spend some free time in SL Louis,
which included a dose-u-p look of
the dry's famous Gateway Arch.
St Louis, the third stop on the
tour, ended up being the halfway
--mark of the concerts after the
inclement weather canceled
several performances.
J
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Women improving despite defeats Scots open outdoor
WOMEN'S LACROSSE season at Muskingum
JENLAVRIS
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster women's
lacrosse learn is off to a promising
stt after their first three games.
In their opening game against nati-
onally-ranked Denison, Wooster
played a strong game, but lost 12--7.
This was a definite improvement from
last year's home opener against
Denison when Wooster lost 19-- 3.
Denison finished first in the North
Coast Athletic Conference last year,
with an undefeated record.
Wooster opened up the scoring with
a goal by senior co-capta- in Tammy
Barnes, but Denison answered right
back with two goals of their own.
Wooster's second goal was scored
by first-ye- ar Liz Conrad, who will
undoubtedly become a player to
watch. Wooster's top scorer last year,
sophomore Meg Wood, rounded up
the first half by scoring two goals.
Denison led 5-- 4 at the half.
The Big Red began the second
period by scoring four unanswered
goals. Wood then made her final goal
of the game, while Barnes added an-
other two by scoring on two free-positi- on
shots. Denison then added
three final goals, two of which came
in the final three minutes of the game.
Junior goalie Brynn Mifflin, return-
ing from a knee injury last year, faced
thirty shots and made eighteen saves.
Wooster won its second game,
against Wiuenberg, by a score of 15-1- 0.
Wooster once again scoring early,
surprising the Wioenberg defense.
Wood scored five goals, and was key
in winning many of Wooster's draw
controls.
Sophomore Shannon Burke scored
three goals, as did senior co-capta- in
Barnes. Conrad added two goals,
while senior co-capta- in Kris Morris
and first-ye-ar Emily Brunk each added
one. Miffbn played an excellent game
in net, making 20 saves.
Wooster lost its third game 16-- 9,
against Kenyon College. Kenyon be-
gan scoring early, and by half time
was leading Wooster 7-- 1.
Long-awaite- d Kenyon match postponed
PETER JAMES
Spora Writer
The long-await-ed matchup between
Wooster and Kenyon began Thurs-
day but the outcome will not be known
until Tuesday because rain prevented
the end of the match. TCenyon leads
fourmatches to two.needing only one
win of the three doubles matches.
With last season 's conference final
fresh in their minds (Kenyon beat
Wooster 5--4 to win the NCAC title),
the Scots traveled k Kenyon hoping
to defeat the nationalry ranked Lords.
Wooster would have win without
number two singles player, first-ye- ar
Johan NyNum, sidelined with a lower
back injury.
The nxcomrjetiirve singles math
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Sophomore Meg Wood carries the ball down the field during
Saturday's home game against Denison. Wooster lost 12--7.
Barnes had Wooster's only goal in
the first half. Wooster needed to get
its offense rolling, but it did not occur
until late in the second half.
Barnes had four goals in the second
half, including the last goal, which
was scored with only 23 seconds left
in the game, and only ten seconds
after junior Delia Hoye netted her first
goal of this season.
Wood also added three goals of her
of the day was played at the number
four position. First-ye- ar Ward Fisher
dropped the first set in a tie-break- er,
but bounced back to take the second
7-- 5. Possessing the rnorrjentum,Fisher
took control of the nearly three hour
match, capturing the third set 6--3.
T outlasted my opponent," Fisher
said. 1 had fewer unforced errors
than he did."
This hasn't been the case recently
for Fisher. I need to improve my
consistency,'' he said. "Once I get a
few decent wins I will get more con-
fidence and take control of matches
earlier." Fisher raised his singles
record to 4-- 3.
The other win for the Scots came at
number three singles, where junior
James Weaver continued outstanding
-
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own, but it seemed like Wooster could
not get the scoring started. Mifflin
faced 40 shots, and made 15 saves.
Transition , and poor field conditions
were problems for the team. The
team is still optimistic about this sea-
son, because its depth is much better.
Coach Brenda Meese was disap-
pointed with the game, but is looking
forward to Earlham College for their
next game.
play. Weaver overpowered his oppo
nent with his first serve and net play,
taking the match 6--1, 6--3. Weaver
record now stands at 5--2.
At number one singles juniorJason
Gindele played a rationally-ranke- d
player tough but was unable to cap-
ture the big points in falling 6--4, 7-- 5.
At two singles sophomore Peter
James lost his match 6--1, 6--3.
Sophomore David Hindle gotoff to
a slow start at number five singles and
dropped the match 6--1, 6-- 4.
At six singles juniorMike OHegan
played a scraps opponent, but won
5-7,6-2-
,6-3.
The match win resume this Tues-
day at Kenyon. In the meantime the
Scots will travel to Rochester this
Saturday.
PAUL KINNEY
Staff Writer
After a two-wee- k layoff. The Col-
lege ofWooster's track teams kicked
off the outdoor season Saturday with
a non-scori-ng meet at Muskingum.
Other teams in attendance were
Kenyon, Ohio Northern, and Walsh.
"Basically, this was an all-com- ers
meet," head coach Dennis Rice said.
"Everyone is just getting back from
spring break, so it was a chance to
ease back into a meet situation."
While only a handful of athletes
competed forWooster, several turned
in noteworthy performances.
Senior Brian Gallagher, who missed
the indoor season due to aback injury ,
returned to win the javelin. His throw
of 159 feet was a career best in the
event
Senior Dan Dickey also sped to
victory in the 400-met- er dash (51.2)
to finish just ahead of former Orrville
High School standout Jon Jones, who
came in second (52.4).
The Scots also picked up a win in
the shot put from Wayne Davis, who
covered a distance of 38-- 9.
Other strong performances were
turned in by sophomore Dan Hawes
in the 800-met- er run, and by first
years Mike Wentzel in the 1 10-met- er
hurdles and Mike Baker in the dis-
cuss. Hawes placed fourth with a time
of2:05; Wentzel was third with a time
of 169, and Baker, a West Holmes
graduate, secured fourth with a heave
ri
in Accounting
from Kent State University
Enhance your career potential and acquire business skills
that will always be in demand by investigating Kent's M.S.
in Accounting program. It's available to you regardless of
your undergraduate major, and can be completed in a little
over a year.
You'll benefit from an outstanding program that will help
you gain technical skills in accounting, including an op-
tional semester's internship. In addition, you'll study other
important business topics such as finance, marketing, and
information systems. Get the facts today. Write to the Grad-
uate School of Management, Kent State University, PO BOX
5190, Kent, OH 44242-000- 1. If you prefer, call the school at
(216) 672-228- 2, using the voice mail extension 235.
Gradu
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of 123 feet
T was especially impressed with
Mike's rxxfortnance," Rice said. "He
didn't compete atall during the indoor
portion ofour schedule, so it's great to
see him come on so strong in his first
performance of the year.
Senior Krista Hicks and junior
Sandy Clark led the women's track
team with their first-pla-ce finishes.
Hicks was victoruos in the 100-met-er
dash, followed by junior
Aphrille Andrews and first-ye- ar
Donna Granderson.
Clark, a three-spo- rt standout (cross
country, swimming and track), crossed
the tape in the 800-mete- r run in 2:34
for the win.
Hicks added a second place inthe
long jump with a leap of 15-- 7. Other
top performers for the women included
first-yea- rs Shereen Hejazi and Melia
Arnold, who placed third and fourth,
respectively, in the 100 hurdles; first-ye- ar
Adrienne Vredenberg, who was
third in the javelin; and sophomore
Amy Emmons, who took second in
the discus (104 feet).
"Sandy (Clark) and Shereen
(Hejazi) did really well, especially
considering that Sandy came right
from swimming and Shereen from
basketball,' Rice said.
Both Wooster teams will be in ac-
tion this weekend against Kenyon in
Gambier.
for
all
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PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
American League
Preview
EAST: The AL seems to be a wide
open race for the most part, but the
East seems to be a bit less cloudy than
does the West. We pick the Toronto
Blue Jajrs to win the East just as they
did last year.
The pitching staff of the Jays re-
mains their strong point Jack Morris
continued his winning ways with 21
last year. Juan Guzman is a possible
20-ga- me winner, while off-seas- on
acquisition Dave Stewart has proven
that he can be a 20-gam- er.
At the plate, Toronto is equally
solid. The Jays boast Joe Carter,
Roberto Alomar, Molitor, and World
Series MVP Pat Borders.
The Baltimore Orioles have the
.talenttowin thedivision, but Toronto's
experience will be the deciding fac-
tor. Brady Anderson and Mike
Devereauz form a devastating out-
field combination, while the always
dependable Cal Ripken anchors the
O's infield. C the mound, phenoms
Mike Mussina and Ben McDonald
look poised to reach stardom, while
experienced closer Gregg Olson bol-
sters a strong Baltimore bullpen.
Finally, the New York Yankees
will contend for a division crown.
Wade Boots. Don Mattiniddy.Danny
Tartabull, Paul O'Neill, and Kevin
Maas all possess the tools to make the
Yankees go farin 1993. On the mound,
Jim Abbott, Melido perez, and Jimmy
Key comprise a sohd staff.
Last year's surprise, the Milwau-
kee Brewers will lose some of the
ground they picked up with last
season's second-plac- e finish. Al-
though Rookieof the Year PatListach
and Robin Yount return, the loss of
Molitor could be devastating for the
Brew Crew as the rest of the lineup is
largely without punch.
An impressive pitching staff should
keep Milwaukee in the hunt, how-
ever, as rookie sensation Cal Eldred
and Jamie Navarro return for the
Brewers.
A sub-p-ar pitching staff win prove
lobe the Cleveland Indians' down-fa- n
this summer. This spring's boat-
ing tragedy does not help things as
Ckrvdandtoscs its ckser, Steve Oiin,
andstarienTmiCiewsandBobOjeda.
The onlypitther worth mentioning is
All-St- ar Charles Nagy.
The Indians do boast fine young
hitting in Carios Baerga and Albert
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Day; Sprang has officially arrived
Belle. 1
Our pick to finish sixth in the AL
East is the Boston Red Sox. TheRed
Sox will be very weak at the plate in
1993. Their only hope is that Andre
Dawson can bring some leadership to
a punchless lineup. The only thing
keeping Boston out of the basement
are Roger Clemens and Frank Viola.
The only chance for the Detroit
Tigers to get out of the bottom of the
AL East lies in what Travis Fryman
and Cecil Fielder do in 1993.
WEST: The evenly-match- ed AL
West will be won by the Chicago
White Sox. The Southsiders will
finally win a division title after many
years as a second place finisher.
Tim Raines, Steve Sax, FrankTho-ma- s,
George BelL Robin Ventura,
and the rest ofthe lineup is very strong
at the plate.
The Minnesota Twins will finish a
close second to the White Sox in
1993. Kirby Puckett, Kent Hrbek,
and Dave Winfield will hit 3-4- -5 for
the Twins this year, and that means
trouble for the rest of the league. On
the mound will be solid starters in
Scott Erickson, Kevin Tapani, and
Jim Deshaies.
The Kansas City Royals' youth
movement will finally pay dividends
this year with a third place finish. An
impressive starting staff of Kevin
Appier, Mark Gubicza. and David
Cone will insure the Royals success.
.
The acquisition of outfielder Felix
Jose will bolster the middle ofKansas
City's lineup.
InNolanRyan'slastyear.the Texas
Rangers will finish in fourth behind
the solid pitching of Kevin Brown
and Ryan as well as the solid hioing of
Jose Canseco, AL home run champ
Juan Gonzalez, Rafael Palmiero, and
Dean Palmer.
Look at how the mighty has fallen.
The Oakland As will have to endure
their worst season in many years.
Although strong hiaing returns in the
form of Rickey Henderson, Ruben
Sierra, and Mark McGwire, the A's
have weak pitching. We expect Bob
Welch, Ron Darling, Bobby Witt, and
Kelly Downs to falter this season.
Although Lou Piniella and Norm
Charlton entered the picture, the Se-
attle Mariners will have to endure
yet another losing season. Bright
spots for the Mariners include Ken
Griffey, Jr. and Edgar Martinez at the
plate, and Chris Bosio and Dave
Fleming on the hill
Rounding out the West are the
Califormia Angels. The Angels boast
solid rookies, J.T. Snow and Tun
Salmon as well as pitcher Mark
Langston, but California boasts little
else.
This week's question is:
Who k the only player in baseball history towin a batting tide fa three
different decades?
Each week the Spxts Editors offer you, the ".PP"1"?
S5. AD you nave to dob be the first to tte Voice effice
the correct answer, and you win the cash prize. Leave a message ifnobody
answersTMatt Miles won the March 26 challenge by caxecdyidentifymg
Oscar Robertson.
.
.
National League
Preview
EAST: The NL East is a crowded
division. We will begin with our
favorite to win the East, the New
York Mets.
The 1992 Mets looked to be the
team to beat m the East Ash turned
out, Saberhagen and Dwight Gooden
were injured, Bonilla didn't live up to
expectations, among other problems
too numerous to elaborate upon. Fol-
lowing a 72-9- 0 season, the Mets were
dubbed Theworst team nwneycculd
buy."
However, we're going out on a
limb to pick the Mets to win this
yearsNLEast New York boasts an
impressive pitching staff made up of
the core of Gooden, Saberhagen, and
Sid Fernandez.
At trie plate, Bonilla will live up to
expectations.and Murray should con-
tinue his consistent ways.
The Montreal Expos boast some
of the best young talent in the game
today, but that won't be enough to get
Les Expos to the NL East pinnacle.
Delino DeShields and Marquis
Grissom proved to be emerging su-
perstars last season.
Dennis Martinez, Ken Hill, and
Chris Nabholz are a formidable pitch-
ing threesome, but from there the
Expos have little else in the way of
starting pitchers.
With an inconsistent pitching staff,
the St Louis Cardinals could finish
anywhere from first to fifth, but we'll
place them third in the division. After
staff ace Bob Tewksbury, the Cards
have to get big years out of the likes of
Rheal Cormier and Donovan Osborne
to compete.
The National League's biggest
question mark is the Philadelphia
Phillies. The Phils got huge years out
ofDarren Daulton,Dave HoUins, John
Kruk, and Curt Schilling last year.
Trie question is: Can they do it again?
Alas, this once again will not be the
year for the Chicago Cubs. The
Cubbies start proven stars Mark Grace
and Ryne Sandberg, but again pitch-
ing will do them in. When Cy Young
wiimerGreg Maddux bolted Chitown
for Atlanta, the Cubs' chances went
with him.
After rornpiling the best overall
record of the 1990's, the Pittsburgh
Pirates have finally run out of luck.
The losses of Barry Bonds and Doug
Drabek have left the Bucs high and
dry. If rookies Albert Martin (left
field), Carlos Garcia (second base),
Kevin Young (first base), and Steve
CLASSIFIED
1988 Reliant Wagon. No
rust, A-- l condition. Air,
powereverything cruise,
stereo cassette, tilt 96k,
mostly on interstate.
$2500. Prof. Calhoun,
x2395 or 264-485- 7.
Cooke (starting pitcher) perform well
for Jim Ley land, Pittsburgh may not
finish as low as predicted. AfteralL
Pittsburgh does return Andy Van
Slyke, Jay BelL and knucldeballing
ace Tim Wakefield. ' .
Pulling up the rear in the NL East
will be the Florida Marlins. The
Marlins, opening day starter is 40
journeyman knuckieballer Charlie
Hough. From there, the staff gets
worse. There is no substitute for
pitching, and the Marlins have no
pitching whatsoever.
WEST: We're more than aware
thateveryone picks the NL West to go
the way of the two-tim- e attending
NL champions, but we're going way
outon a limb. Wepredict the Cincin-
nati Reds to win the NL West Just
listen to the Reds lineup: Bip Roberts,
Hal Morris, Barry Larkin, Kevin
Mitchell, Chris Sabo, Roberto Kelly,
Reggie Sanders, Joe Oliver. The
lineup is solid from top to bottom. On
top of that, the Reds boast a staff
including starters Jose Rijo, Tim
Belcher, John Smiley, and Chris
Hammond and fireballer Rob Dibble
coming out of the bullpen. If fifth
starter Tim Pugh comes through, the
Big Red will be back in stride.
How could we not have picked the
Atlanta Braves? We know, we know.
We've heard the whispers that call the
Braves' staff the greateststaff in base-
ball history. That may be close to
being accurate, but this will be the
year when Terry Pendleton's resur-
gence finally goes downhill. We also
expect down years out ofDekxi Sand--
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Syracuse
ers and Sid Bream.
Last year, the Los Angeles Dodg-
ers were the laughing stock of the
baseball world. Things will change
this year for the Dodgers, however.
This is the year when Eric Davis and
Darryi Strawberry actually complete
a season relatively unscathed.
The Houston Astros finished off
last season by winning 33 of their
final SO contests. The addition of
proven winners Doug Drabek and
GregSwindell should keep the Astros
on their upward rise. Look for the
Stros to contend for the West title
starting in 1994.
It's been said that money can't buy
you love. The San Frandsco Giants
may have purchased baseball's pre-
mier performer in Barry Bonds dur-
ing the off-seaso- n, but things haven't
been very rosy since Barry hit town.
Therxxrstartingpitching should mire
the Giants near the bottom of the West
all season long.
The San Diego Padres are blessed
with Tony Gwynn, MVP Gary
Sheffield, and Fred McGriff. That is
an unbeleievable 2-3- -4 combination,
however that's where the talent ends
for the Padres. It takes more than
three guys to win, and San Diego will
find that out this season.
Rounding out the West will be the
Colorado Rockies. Like their coun-terpa- rt
Marlins, theexpansion Rockies
have little to no pitching and a very
youthful team. Staff ace David Nied
is worth the price of admission, al-
though Denver is probably the last
place anyone would want to pitch
conskferrng its high altitude.
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ABROAD
APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...
AFRICA AUSTRALIA CZECH REPUBLIC
ENGLAND FRANCE GERMANY HUNGARY
ISRAEL ITALY POLAND SPAIN
Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language
SU Credit
Fields TripsTraveling Seminars
Internships
Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
Home Or Apartment Placements
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-417- 0
-1-800-2- 35-3472
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RESULTS
BASEBAD
Wooster 4, Denison 2
Denison 3, Wooster 1
Denison 6, Wooster 2
O MEN'S LACROSSE
Butler 13, Wooster 8
Ohio State 14, Wooster 8
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Denison 12, Wooster 7
Wooster 15, Wittenberg 10
Kenyon 16, Wooster 9
O MEN'S TENNIS
Kenyon leads Wooster 4--2
(suspended dae to rain)
T
QUOTE OF
THE WEEK
"Why should I wah around.
I have modi better than things
to do. I made enough money
by showing up"
Tennis player Boris Becker on
why he wUhdrewfrom iheLipion
Iraernational Tenus Tournamatf
before playing a match.
"Because 85 of the fans
have artificial hips."
Robin Ventura, Chicago White
Sox 3rd baseman, explaining
why teammate Bo Jackson gota
siandingovationduring aspring
training game. (Sports Illus-
trated, March 29)
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Men drop
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi- ef
"We played well, just not well
enough, was the way men's lacrosse
head coach Tun Clark explained the
team's losses to Butler University last
Saturday and to Ohio State University
Wednesday. These losses, both to
Division 1 teams, brought the Fight-
ing Scots record to 2-- 3 in early sea-
son play.
For the Scots, Saturday's game
against Butler University (Indiana)
was particularly important. Both of
Butler's coaches, head coach Jon
Hind, and assistant coach Jacques
Monte are former Wooster coaches.
Hind left Wooster two years ago to
start a lacrosse program at Butler.
"Basically there was a lot of emo-
tion involved with that game, based
on the fact that Jon Hind used to coach
here. We wanted to do well," said
Clark. The players really wanted to
show Coach Hind hew much they had
progressed.
Yet, after Butler's Terry Mercer, a
first-ye- ar playingat attack, scored at
the 2.-0-0 mark, Clark knew that the
game would be close. Butler attack
Craig Kahoun's unassisted goal,
scored after almost five minutes of
play in the first period put Butler
ahead by two.
But Wooster rallied toward the end
of the first period, when senior atlack
Dave Brewster, assisted by senior at-
tack Tom Bennett, put one past Butler
goatltender Donny Shea. During the
first period, Wooster outshot Butler
15-l- 5 , and first-ye- ar goalie Brendan
Oswald managed seven saves.
The tide turned for the Scots during
the next three periods. Despite goals
scored by Bennett, first-ye- ar
Baseball drops two of
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot baseball team
dropped two of its three games to
Deniaon in the first North Coast Ath-
letic Conference games of the season
for Wooster. After posting a 7-- 3
record on the spring trip to Florida, the
Scots record stands at 8--5 following
the Denison games.
Last Sanjrday afternoon, the Scots
played a doubkheader at Wooster's
Art Murray Field against the Big Red.
Wooster won the first game 4--2 be-
hind solid pitching by senior John
Ramsier(3-l- ).
Ramsier pitched six and one-thi- rd
innings for the Scots, and limited
Denison to two runs on six hits. Jun-
ior southpaw Barry Craddock came
in and put out the fire in the top of the
seventh to save the game for the Scots.
Denison had runners on first and third
when Craddock came in and got two
outs, the lastby strikeout, to nail down
the Scots win.
At the plate, junior second baseman
Jim Warga paced Wooster, by going
2-- 3 with one RBI and one run scored.
In the second half of Saturday's
doubleheader, Wooster dropped a 3--l
decision to the Big Red. JuniorBrett
two games
MEN'S LACROSSE
midfielder Jesse Fackert, sophomore
midfielder Jeff Bowling, senior
mklfiekkr Frank Knott, and Brewster,
who contributed five assists, Wooster
was unable to defeat Butler, losing by
five, with a final score of 13-- 8.
They deserved to win," Clark said.
"We didn't play well enough to beat
them."
In Wednesday's game against long-
time rival Ohio State, the Fighting
Scots again started strong only to see
their early hard work end in defeat;
Wooster lost 14-- 8.
The basic thing about
Wednesday's game was that we
played up to our potential for 26 of
the 60 minutes of the game," stated
Clark. Indeed, at the end of the first
period of play, the Scots and Buck-
eyes were tied at three goals apiece.
Scoring for Wooster were Bowling,
with two goals, and Bennett with one,
while Brewster added two assists in
the first period.
Wooster' s Bennett and Fackert
scored the only two goals of the sec- -.
end period within the first three min-
utes of period play, while Ohio State
scored five goals during the second
15 minutes of the game. At the half,
Ohio State led 8 -- 5.
The Fighting Scots managed only
one point in the third period, when
senior defenseman Chuck Mallonee
scored an unassisted goal at the 6:30
mark. Despite twogoals scored in the
final period of play by Knott and
Bennett, both of whom were assisted
by Brewster, Wooster could not de-
feat Ohio State, who had scored six
goals in the second half, compared
with Wooster's three.
The Scots' next home game is this
BASEBALL
Beech (2--1) picked up his first loss of
the season for the Scots, despite giv-
ing up only three hits.
Denison scored two runs in the top
of the first thanks to back-to-ba- ck
home runs with two outs in the inning.
Those runs were enough to win the
game for Denison as the Scots were
limited to three hits, while stranding
six baserurmers.
On Sunday, Wooster and Denison
finished out their weekend series at
Art Murray Field. Denison again held
the Scot hitters in check, winning 6--2.
Picking up the loss for Wooster was
junior pitcher John Ramby, whose
record is now 2-- 1.
Denison used a five-ru-n seventh
inning to break out of a l- -l game and
pull out the win. Senior third baseman
Erik Hagen, who went 2-- 3, scored
Wooster's lone two runs of the con-
test
The Fighting Scots play a double-head- er
tomorrow at home against Case
Western Reserve. The first game
starts at l.--00. The Scots will also be
at home Sunday against Case, and
again on Thursday against Walsh
College.
to Division I teams
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Senior attack Dave Brewster drives
The Scots played well but lost 13--8.
Sunday at l.-OOpj- ru, against Division
III power Franklin & Marshall F&M
is ranked among the Top 20 Division
III teams. "In order for us to meet any
goals for the year, beating Franklin
and Marshall is our first big chal
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photo by PAUL BORDEN
toward Butler's goal on Saturday.
lenge," stated Clark, who remains
optimistic about the Scots chances for
victory. "Hopefully, ifwe can play up
to our ability for 60 minutes, then I
think we can come up with a win," he
said.
three to the Big Red
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Senior starting pitcher John Ramsier leads the team in wins with three.
